ASHLEY GREENE, ANDREW WALKER AND JACKÉE HARRY STAR IN 'CHRISTMAS ON MY MIND'
A NEW ORIGINAL PREMIERING DECEMBER 21, ON HALLMARK MOVIES & MYSTERIES

Part of the Network’s Annual “Miracles of Christmas” Programming Event

STUDIO CITY, CA – November 12, 2019 – Ashley Greene (Twilight film series), Andrew Walker (“Against the Wall”) and Jackée Harry (“227,” “Jackée,” “The Paynes”) star in “Christmas On My Mind,” a new original premiering Saturday, December 21 (9 p.m. ET/PT), on Hallmark Movies & Mysteries as part of the network’s annual “Miracles of Christmas” programming event.

A bump on the head, an unexplained wedding dress and temporary short-term amnesia leaves Lucy Lovett (Greene) on a search for the truth about her breakup with longtime sweetheart Zach Callahan (Walker). Confused and totally shocked to find out she is engaged to Brad Martin (Chitty), the CFO at the art foundation she runs. Lucy returns to Bedford Harbor, Maine for the town’s Christmas celebration and rediscovers the woman she used to be, what matters most, and that a Christmas miracle can bring back love thought to be forever lost.

“Christmas on My Mind” is produced by Johnson Production Group. Tim Johnson and Maura Dunbar are executive producers. Navid Soofi is producer. Maclain Nelson directed from a script by Kirsten Hansen, based on The Goodbye Bride by Denise Hunter.
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